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Agree
Disagree
1. Avtrach was a valuable learning tool for the lab skills
demo.
2. As the nurse, I was challenged in my critical thinking
and clinical decision making during the simulated skills
demo.
3. As the nurse, the knowledge gained through the
simulation experience can be transferred to a real
clinical setting.
4. As the patient, I gained perspective and empathy for
my future tracheostomy patients.
5. As the patient, the knowledge gained through the
simulation experience can be transferred to a real
clinical setting.
6. I was nervous during the simulated lab skill.
7. Because of the simulated lab demo experience, I will
be less nervous in the clinical setting.
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COMMENTS:
• It made it more realistic.
• It’s bomb.com. Sim is more effective.
• I do believe this type of sim is more effective because it
allows us to be a part of the patient rather than just
performing the skill on a mannikin.
• I really got the feel for how the patient feels when
someone is so close to your face. It made me nervous
and harder to breathe. I agree this type of sim is more
effective.
• I think this type of Sim helps more being able to use the
equipment with actual suction and “pretend” sputum. It
helps students gain more real-life experience.
• This sim made it more realistic and helped me
understand a little bit more of the patient’s point of view.
• It allowed it to feel more like possibly the real thing.
• Really liked using this!
• It is effective because it feels more like taking care of a real patient.
• This was more effective because putting the humanity back in the skill, adds an element
mannikins cannot.

